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Abstract. Exploiting the target system by bypassing the defense mechanism is
never easy. It requires gathering information about the target system through reconnaissance. However, advances in defense mechanisms and security policies
can hide or deceive environmental information in target systems. As a result,
attackers must consider a defense mechanism and a black-box environment for
successful exploitation of the target system. To resolve these issues, we design
Exploit-Helper for executing exploit code in a black-box environment. ExploitHelper can perform a successful exploit by identifying the target system through
situation recognition and bypassing defense mechanisms through code mutations
when exploit code is loaded into memory.
Keywords: Exploit-Helper · Black-Box · Situation Recognition · Code Mutation
· Memory Loading

1 Introduction
To penetrate the target system, defense mechanisms must be bypassed. Attackers collect information from target systems through reconnaissance, and achieve their goals
through attack scenario configuration and exploitation based on the information collected.
However, with the development of defense mechanisms and security policies, attackers prefer to bypass defense mechanisms through users managing target systems [1].
For example, an attacker sends an email to an administrator using the target system,
and when the administrator reads and attaches the mail, the malicious program automatically executes and exploits malware from the attacker’s server based on the target
system’s environmental information. However, within the target system, there is a defense mechanism called anti-virus. Anti-Virus(AV) checks the target system’s memory
through real-time detection at all times, so exploitation cannot succeed if it fails to
bypass the AV even if malware is run. As you can see in this example, there are two
main conditions for exploitation to succeed. First, the collection of environmental information on target systems. Malware that performs exploitation is typically compiled
and dependent on the operating system (i.e. Windows - exe file), requiring information from the target system. Second, AV checks memory through real-time detection,
requiring techniques to bypass that detection.
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we define the target system as a black-box, and design Exploit-Helper to execute
exploit code by bypassing anti-virus in a black-box environment. Exploit-Helper can
perform a successful exploit by identifying the target system through situation recognition and bypassing real-time detection of anti-virus through code mutations when
exploit code is loaded into memory. In terms of offense, Exploit-Helper enables exploitation of the target system in unknown environments, bypassing real-time detection
of anti-virus, increasing the survival rate of exploit code. Exploit-Helper is also helpful
in defense, where It can be used to run normal programs in cross-platform environments
(such as Windows and Linux).
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Chapter 2 describes the threat models
and assumptions considered for this study. Chapter 3 describes the requirements and
designs according to the proposed model. Finally, Chapter 4 presents conclusions and
future research directions.

2 Threat Model and Assumption

Fig. 1. Threat Model for Exploit-Helper Design

Fig. 1 is a threat model of the Exploit-Helper design proposed in this paper. Assume
that the victim read malicious mail sent by the attacker due to his carelessness and that
the package(Exploit-Pack) for exploit was downloaded to the victim’s PC. The attacker
is in a situation where there is no information about the victim’s PC, and the ExploitPack contains our proposed Exploit-Helper and exploit code. It also collects exploit
code based on Windows and Linux for testing various exploit codes. In addition, it is
assumed that programs that build exploit code (such as compilers and interpreters) and
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permission to load it into memory. Plus, anti-virus is monitoring memory according to
real-time detection and aims to bypass exploit code as if it were normal code without
disabling the solution(i.e. Process Kill).

3 Requirements and Design of Exploit-Helper
This chapter examines the requirements of Exploit-Helper design for executing exploit
code in a black-box environment and describes the designs performed based on those
requirements.
3.1 Requirements
This section describes based on the core features of the model that we propose about the
requirements in the Exploit-Helper design for executing exploit code in a black-box environment. Situation Recognition. Situation recognition(i.e. network information gathering) is the collection of environmental information from the target system, which is a
black-box. In general, exploit codes are affected by the environment of the system, so it
is essential to understand the system environment information through situation recognition. Requirements for collecting system environmental information in the design of
Exploit-Helper are as follows. In the previous chapter, we limited the exploit code to
Windows and Linux platforms, so we design a module that can gather environmental
information for those operating systems. Code Mutation. Requirements for performing code mutation(i.e. [2,3]) in Exploit-Helper design are as follows: Same Execution
Result. Exploit code is malware that is detected by defense mechanisms (anti-virus).
Therefore, code mutation technology that produces the same execution result as before
without being detected by antivirus is required. In particular, in order to bypass the realtime detection of the antivirus, the form must be mutated when the code is loaded into
memory. Continuous Code Mutation. In terms of offense, the longer the exploit code is
not detected by the anti-virus, the more information can be obtained. Thus, whenever
the exploit code is executed through code mutation techniques, the survival rate of the
exploit code is maximized by tricking the anti-virus as if other codes were loaded into
memory. Memory Loading. Typically, Windows-based operating systems use a system software called PE Loader to run files (such as exe, dll) in Portable Executable(PE)
format (Linux is ELF Loader). As the exploit code is restricted to Windows and Linux
platforms in the previous chapter, PE/ELF Loader is used as a package to respond to
the environment.
3.2 Design
In this section, we design Exploit-Helper to execute exploit code by bypassing defense
mechanisms in black-box environments based on the requirements described earlier.
Exploit-Helper consists of three main modules: situation recognition, code mutation,
and memory loading. The proposed Exploit-Helper architecture and process is shown in
Fig. 2. First, The situation recognition module is written as a script file to respond to the
black box environment (Windows, Linux), extracts the system information required to
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Fig. 2. Exploit-Helper Architecture and Process

perform the exploit, and saves it as a separate file. Next, we update the extracted system
information to the memory loading module, transform the existing exploit code through
the code mutation module, and then perform the build. The following loads the exploit
code mutated through the memory loading module into memory. Finally, exploitation
is performed if it is not detected in real-time detection of Anti-Virus(AV). The process
logic according to the process so far can be divided into two main categories: The
initial process logic is the entire process in Fig. 2 and is performed only once unless the
environment changes. And, iterative process logic continues to change its appearance
through code mutations before it is loaded into memory for exploitation, allowing it to
respond to the detection rule updates of AV.

4 Conclusion
In this paper, identifies the black-box environment (target system) and seeks ways to
bypass the defense mechanism and execute (exploitation) exploit code. Accordingly,
we propose Exploit-Helper, which can identify black-box environments (operating systems) through situation recognition and bypass defense mechanisms through code mutations. Future works will implement and extend Exploit-Helper based on the architecture designed.
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